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Introduction

Australian cities are centres of economic, social, cultmal and information exchange
Ihese functions are facilitated through a variety of means including urban planning,
telecommunications and transport. Urban transport managers therefore need to allocate
scarce resources to best assist people in accessing the people, goods, services and
facilities that they require

In addition to society's desire for exchange, there is increasing pressure being imposed
by community expectations, economic competition and ecological constraints for urban
transport planuing to address the issues of traffic congestion, provision of betrer and
more accessible public transport services, and all quality (NSW Govt, I999b). Negative
social and environmental effects of poorly managed transport hamper Sydney's progress
as a leading regional post-industrial city In short, there is a need for Australian cities to
ensure that they provide the most appropriate transport services with least cost and
greatest benefit to the economy, society and bio-physical environment I ransport
assessment in turn must integrate a wide range of factors to give an indication of this
optimal course ofaction

Presently, decisions relating to the allocation of this funding for transport activities are
largely based on budget processes which rely on historical patterns of funding to
different modal agencies (see Figure I). Within the modaljurisdiction of each agency,
funds are then allocated to alternative projects on the basis of their performance against
assessment criteria, with limited scope for comparison ofdifferent modal alternatives.

Figure 1: Funding allocation for transport projects

As suggested in Figure I, the budget process at a Federal and State level presently
preempts the modal separation and distribution and therefore limits the efficacy of
transport project assessment There is a lack of integration ofmodes in the assessment
process so, while optimal solutions may be found through objective assessments within
each mode, there is little mechanism for bringing about an optimal mix of transport
modes and accessing solutions more generally. There is also a lack of commonality of
information ofeven a basic nature to assist with comparing between the different modes
oftransport, specifically the true benefits and costs ofeach mode.
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Data, method & assumptions

Data

The pr()ject collates information from a wide range of sources including various modal
transport authorities, the Australian Bmeau of Statistics, and the NSW Transport Data
Centre Where possible, figmes have been collected for each Local Government Area
across the Sydney metropolitan area, as defined by the ABS's Sydney Statistical
Division This definition of Sydney includes all LGAs within the area normally
considered to be part of the Sydney region, and also includes the LGAs of Blue
Mountains, Gosford, Wyong and Wollondilly. Due to data limitations, cross-modal
costs were calculated only at the whole of Sydney level, as presented in the next section.
Much of the data on asset and operating costs of transport in Sydney were calculated
using information obtained directly from transport agencies or duough cost reporting in

armual reports

Method

Prior research to determine partial transport castings have been undertaken for Perth
(Laube & Lynch, 1993) and Melbourne (Vic EPA, 1994) In Sydney, although costs
and fares for public transport have been reviewed by the NSW Independent Pricing and
Regulatory Tribunal, a comprehensive comparison has not been made of private
transport Thorough transport costing work undertaken for the Heidelberg Study
(Germany) provides a model for estimating not only internal costs but also
environmental and external costs of one car at each of its different stages from 'cradle to

grave'

Research for this project has drawn on the method of Laube & Lynch and existing
public transport cost data, to provide a comparison across all duee major transport
modes of car, bus and train In order to be able to present this information in a
comparative manner, a number of assumptions were made, as outlined below

Assmnptions
All values were calculated for 1996 to coinciide with census data

Annual vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT), passenger kilometres travelled (PKI)
and passenger journeys (PI) were determined using home interview smvey data
(TDe, 1997) and on the assmnption that weekly traffic was equivalent to 6.5 times
the average weekday traffic, as verified on a nmnber of routes Annual increases in
VKT, PKT and PI were based on a consistent rate of increase in VKT between 1976

and 1995 (EPA NSW, 1997)
Annual increases in length of road were assmned to be proportional to increases in

population
VKT (by mode), reflecting average traffic flow, was used to assess the contribution
of different modes to road capacity usage for theflow and flow&force cases (defined
in the next Section). The design volume for setting the capacity of road traffic
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facilities, however, is conventionally based on peak traffic flow rather than average
traffic flow (e"g, HHV30 or HHV80) (Hidas, 1995) it would therefore be more
appropriate to relate construction and land consumption costs to the distribution of
peak rather than average flow, however, this data is not yet collected on a mode by
mode basis (RIA, 1999), Peak distribution is likely to have a higher proportion of
cars and lower proportion of trucks, therefore the values used in this pr()ject will tend
to underestimate the contribution and cost of cars, and overestimate the contribution
of trucks

• Consumption of road space by different modes was based on standard size
equivalence factors (O'Flaherty, 1986, p352)

The distribution of VK I and PK I by mode was calculated by using information on
modal split in NSW as well as the proportion ofpublic transport in major urban areas
across Australia (Austroads, 1997)

High, low and median asset values were calculated for a range ofdiscount rates and
repayment/asset lifetime periods, For all assets the discount rates used were 5%, 7%
and 10% in real terms (adjusted for inflation). Ihe repayment periods used were 20,
25 and 40 years for land and infiastructrue; 5, 8 and I I years for cars; 8, 10 and 20
years for buses; and 20, 25 and 35 years for urban passenger rail rolling stock

For the purposes of calculating land values, the ratio of RIA roads in Sydney to the
whole of NSW was assumed to be proportional to the ratio of the population and
vellielle fleet in Sydney to the whole of NSW While this assumption is not
completely accurate, it was necessary in order to produce comparable results. Also,
higher land values in Sydney were thought to be balanced by higher population and
fleet density with respect to road space,

The proportion of classified roads in Sydney was approximately equivalent to the
prc,]X"iion of State roads in Sydney, as verified in a number of tests run by the

ofprivate parking, e.g, garages, driveways, office car parks, shopping centre
parks, were assumed to be 70% ofthe level ohhat in the USA (Renner, 1988)

relationship between local and classified (regional and State) roads in Sydney
estimated at 2/3 for width and 1/8 for infrastructrue cost per squar'e metr'e, ,.This

estimate was based on road geometric design parameters for different roads and
cost comparisons, More precise information on the ratio of local and classified
would depend on the provision of average urban road infrastructure cost data

the NSW Roads and fraffic Authority"

requirements for rail ar'e based on peak rail network usage. Since no freight
~h~~~~~:~~ occur during peak times in Sydney, rail land requirements were entirely

•• to passenger rail

or semi-private (e"g, BOOT) tIansport infiastructrue plojects have been
()l1litt"d from this project due to difficulties in obtaining information and allocating

for each pr()ject Inclusion of these projects will increase ]Xivate and public
Oftr8l1Sp'ort systems, especially road transport systems

infiastIucture costs were equated to the low end of Section 94 contribution
different Councils, minus the land cost component
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• Fleet values of cms were calculated on the basis of fleet engine size, yem of
manufacture and number of passenger vehicles in Sydney

Costs for buses include both public and private buses Private buses have been
included in the project in Older to provide a more complete geographic range which
is consistent with information on the other modes However, precise aggregated data
from each of the private bus companies operating in the Sydney region has not been
obtained, so private buses costs me based on those for public buses Ihe propOltion
of private bus activity has been estimated by the split of private and public bus
activity indicated by census data and rDC home interview surveys Buses were
assumed to be of the S3Ine value per bus fOl public and private buses

PK I and PT fOl public transport were calculated using data from public operatOls in
Sydney (SIA, 1996; SIA, 1997; CityRail, 1997; Austroads, 1997) and on the
assumption that the average distance of a bus trip was the S3Ine fOl users of public

and private buses
Land consumption rates for specific bus facilities (e g.. termini, depots) were assumed
to be propOltional to level ofroad use for public and private bus services Higher
level of support services fOl public buses was assumed to be balanced by the lower
economies of scale for a lmge number ofprivate operatOls

Public and private bus user costs are assumed to be propOltional to the respective
number of passengerlIips.. Higher private bus fares and a lack of multi-ride tickets
on private buses is balanced by a higher propOltion of concession tickets in low

density areas
Road administration costs were attributed to different lOad lIanspoIt modes in
propOltion to fleet sizes and usage rates

State and Local road administration and development costs were assumed to be in
plOportion to the level of the task, eg in terms oflength of road Lower economies
of scale and specific responsibilities at the local level were assumed to balance
specific responsibilities, e g. regislIation at the State level

Cm operating costs were interpolated (using Lagrange polynomial) for vehicles
under 8 yems. Therefore cm operating costs may be underestimated since they m·e

likely to be higher fOl older vehicles

User contributions to car operating costs ~ssume that the distance travelled is
propOltional to the number of lIips.. Ihis wl)uld overestimate user contributions to
fuel costs if people have 10ngeI lIips when fuel is subsidised by their employer UseI
costs also took account of employer conlIibutions to vmious lIanspOlt costs such as
subsidies fOl cm payment, fuel and public lIanspOlt passes.

Results

I ranspOlt usage

Ihe overall focus and natme of transpOlt activity and development in Sydney is
reflected in the use and plOvision of lIansport services for different modes across the
melIopolitan region.. As seen from data on passenger kilomelIes travelled by various
modes (Figme 2), cars dominate Sydney's passenger transport task, with 32 billion
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Figure 5: Sensitivity range for
annualised bus asset costs

For buses, the main component
(45%) of annualised asset costs was
found to be public infrastructure
costs - reflecting the greater
contribution of heavy vehicles to the
cost of road pavement construction..
Bus asset costs had a similar level of
sensitivity as cars, to the range of
relevant discount rates,

(Based on data from ABS, I996a;
Renner, 1988; RIA, 1996; IDC,
1997)

In the case of cars, about 60% of
asset costs were attributable to
private and public land under Car
related space, which varied by up to
35% when different discount rates
were used

!(Based on data from RIA, 1996;
STA,1996)
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Given the different size of the transport task for different modes, asset and operating
costs also vary. Comprehensive data collection on the level and cost of different modes
of transport has not yet been undertaken so, comparison of the costs of different modes
necessitated a variety of assumptions. latest the significance of these assumptions, the
project undertook calculations using different cases and sensitivity parameters
Sensitivity analysis of annualised asset costs was undertaken using different discount
rates and asset life spans. Ihese values and the effect of assumptions are outlined
below

Iotal asset costs were calculated for cars, buses and passenger trains in Sydney (see
Figures 4-6). Ihese costs include land, infrastructure and fleet/rolling stock capital
costs, and use a range ofdiscount rates as discussed in previously.

$8,000 high Figure 4: Sensitivity range for
low annualised car asset costs

o medium

Annualised asset costs and sensitivity analysis
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Car Bus Mode Tmin
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(Based on data from ABS, 1996a;
CityRail 1997; FreightCorp, 1998;
NRMA, 1991; Renner, 1988; RTA,
1996 & 1997; SRA, 1996a & 1997;
STA, 1996; IDC, 1997)

(Based on data fIomABS, 1996a;
CityRail 1997; FreightCorp, 1998;
NRMA, 1991; Renner, 1988; RTA, 1996
& 1997; SRA, 1996a & 1997; STA,
1996; IDC, 1997)
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The actual breakdown of asset and operating costs will be discussed in the following

sections"

The total (non-armualised) asset value for roadsand parking in Sydney are estimated to
be roughly $92 billion These Sydney estimates are derived from RTA estimates given
for the whole of New South Wales The corresponding asset value for nains is $1.77

billion (see Table 1)

Table 1 Tota! (non-annualised) asset values (in $M) of passenger modes in Sydney.

Notes: (a) Infrastructure component IS calculated accordmg to theforce&flow model.
(b) Values in the Car column have been rounded off

Finally, the.flow&force case (Figure 9) balanced these two extremes by assuming that
different roads are inevitably built to different strengths. Classified roads were
therefore attributed primarily to force contributions (mainly heavy vehicles) and local
roads primarily to naffic flow contributions (mainly light vehicles)

o 70 -~----- _Operatirg cost privately paid I Figure 9: Annual asset and operating
060 .~r<rtlngcostpubHclypoid, costs -flow&force case
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Comnonent Car Bus Train

Land 91,600 545 1,765

Infrastructure 29,500 380 6,646

Fleet I rollinQ stock 17,200 263 1,422

Total 138200 1 188 9833
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It therefore underestimates the contribution of heavy vehicles to transport construction

and maintenance costs
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UseI costs

Iotal annualised costs

(Data nom RIA, 1996; SRA, 1996a;
SIA, 1996; IDC, 1997)
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i Figure 11: UseI costs of passengel
_____. modes in Sydney, 1996
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Costs of passengeI transport modes

From the above results a numbeI of obselvations can be made about transport costs in
Sydney: First, costs paid by uselS were fonnd to be relatively similar for each of the
three passeuger transport modes included in the project, with slightly higheI costs paid
by bus users per PKT Operating costs were also similar for the three modes, with
slightly higheI operating costs calculated for buses peI PKI Asset costs however, were
far higheI for cars than for the other passengeI modes

Ihese obselvations suggest that all three modes of passengeI tlansport in Sydney
receive subsidies The exact value of this subsidy for each mode is still being evaluated,
howeveI it is already clear that the subsidy to cars is at least as great as to trains and
buses. This subsidy is particularly clear in the ar·ea of public and private provision of
land and other tlansport assets Consumels of transport are therefore receiving a
distorted indication of tlansport costs from the market and, as a result, tend to overuse

cars,

UseI costs calculated in this pr~ject include plivate vehicle fuel, public transport fares,
and transport charges User costs were not affected by variations in assumptions
regarding force and flow On the basis of cost per passenger-kilometres travelled, buses
were found to have the highest cost to users at about 12cIPKI Ihis was followed by
cars (84% that of buses), and trains ('78% that of buses), as shown in Figure 11. UseI
costs for all modes, and particularly for cars, were far 10weI than costs associated with

providing the transport services

Sydney's passenger transport Accaunting far different mades

Bliuging togetheI all of the above annualised asset and opelating costs (see Figures 7
9), calS wele consistently found to have the highest costs peI PKT, estimated at
61cIPKI for theflaw&farce case (and 55cIPKT and 66cIPKT for the force and flaw
cases respectively) TlainS were fonnd to have the next highest total annualised costs,
estimated at 39cIPKI fOI all cases And buses had the lowest total annualised costs,
estimated at 28cIPKT for theflaw&farce case (and 34cIPKT and 25cIPKI for thefarce

andflaw cases respectively)
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Land values

The land values given in this paper are average market values for the Sydney
metropolitan area However, the market value of land depends upon levels and types of
transport access, For instance, residential, commercial or industrial land, without
transport access of some kind to the majority of its buildings, would have a very low
value Nevertheless, it need not be assumed that every building has to be on a road, in
order to maintain its property value For instance, some urban villages in Europe have
roads and parking limited to the periphery of the site (Newman & Kenworthy, 1999).. A
national park may only require a single public access road or railway station If it is cris
crossed with roads, its value as a national park may be greatly reduced

For the purposes of this paper, it is useful to consider average market values ofland in a
city. They give a rough idea of costs incurred by society and subsidies to various
transport modes They also provide basic data for determining the static optimal
economic mix of different transport modes for a city, subject to various levels and types
of access and constraints on the use of various transport technologies. Indeed, the
present paper is part of a larger project, which is ultimately directed towards an optimal
mix calculation. The results of such a calculation are unlikely to provide areas of
residential or industry land without transport access ofany kind

For other purposes, such as the choice of building an inner city freeway versus a heavy
rail line to serve a region (such as Sydney's northern beaches), it is essential to consider
marginal costs of various options at the site rather than average values across the city
In this case, the real estate values of the land required are higWy relevant to the choice
of mode and indeed to the cost ofthe whole development, especially ifland has to be
acquired compulsorily.

Other parameters and costs

While the Project has outlined narrow economic costs of different transport modes, the
next stage is anticipated to incorporate wider economic, environmental and social costs
(sometimes referred to as externalities). These include costs associated with policing,
hospital and damage costs of crashes, health and productivity costs of transport
emissions, alternative access costs for transport severence effects, damage costs
associated with transport greenhouse emissions, and so on" Improved accuracy in the
measurement of these costs will further improve the understanding of relative costs of

transport modes in Sydney..

Subsequent work should also include other modes of transport including freight
transpmt, ferries and somatic transport in order to give a more complete view of
passenger transport costs in Sydney

To enable comparison of modal costs for the Transport System Costing Project, a
number of assumptions were made which should be addressed and reduced in later
work Particular issues were encountered relating to a lack of homogeneity of
information and a lack of data collection on the contribution of different modes to peak
traffic flow levels To improve the understanding of multi-modal transport performance
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in Sydney, there is a need for improved data collection on a variety of different
parameters including peak flow distributions by mode

As suggested by Maddison et al (1996), discrepancies between the asset and operating
costs, and user costs in Sydney's transport system indicate that some of the success of
private road use over other forms of transport has been attributable to road users' non
payment of both internal and external costs associated with their travel This situation
has developed and remained through conventional transport planning and funding
mechanisms, and the conceptual and practical difficulties involved with providing an
alternative system of costing externalities and charging or collecting the full costs of
transport

Through integrated planning and implementation of more accurate total costing regimes
between the different modes of transport, society will derive greater benefit fiom its
transport networks as well as improved economic, environmental and social outcomes

From analysis ofthe costs of different modes of transport in Sydney, the efficiency and
performance of Sydney's transport system is hindered by the modally biased nature of
transport provision and operation across the city In an environment of dwindling
economic resources and increasing environmental strains and awareness, these
inefficiencies are reflected in a simultaneous escalation of road congestion,
environmental deterioration and public disquiet on transport and sustainable
development issues It is therefore a matter of urgency to address these issues through
implementation of mode neutral transport planning and funding systems, backed by
improved and comprehensive data on transport parameters and costs across all modes.

Conclusion

As a result of this analysis, annualised figures for tpe basic transport asset and operating
internal costs considered were estimated at 61 cents per PKT for cars, 28 cents per PKT
for buses and 39 cents per PKT for trains (all for theflow&force case) Of these costs,
car asset values were dominated (60 per cent) by land costs, whereas bus and train asset
costs were dominated by infrastructure values.. F'm user costs, the Project estimated
these at 10 cents per PKT, 12 cents per PKT and 9 cents per PKT fo* cars, buses and
trains respectively, which is consistently lower than costs associated with providing
transport services, especially for cars

The data indicate that all three modes of Sydney's transport system are subsidised .. The
value of the subsidy to car-based transport is at least comparable with the subsidy to
other passenger transport modes. Once the costs oftraf'fic policing, hospital and medical
care are taken into accounting, the subsidy to car-based transport may turn out to be
substantially greater than to buses and trains Low relative transport user costs tend to
encourage an overuse of transport services and a particularly inefficient overuse of cars.
Taking into consideration public transport economies of scale, it is possible that higher
public transport usage will increase its efficiency and reduce the apparent asset and
operating unit costs associated with public transport
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Costs of transport modes in Sydney highlight inefficiencies in the mix of transport
modes across the city, with a strong car bias in past transport planning and funding
mechanisms. In response to these issues there is a need for more mode neutral research
planning and funding of transport for Sydney, and implementation of more modally
balanced (less car dominated) patterns of transport thronghout the metropolitan region
This might be done through provision of safe and comprehensive metropolitan-wide
networks for somatic transport, promotion of increased public transport patronage, and
funding of intermodal transport facilities There is also a need for further investigation
of the costs associated with different modes of transport inclnding external costs (such
as those associated with air pollution) and costs of freight transport, somatic transport
(eg walking and cycling), and other passenger transport modes
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